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SMASH SOUTH AFRICAN BUSINESS DAY, MON 30 SEPT.
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S.S.A.B.D1; was ah organised campaign of direct action against firms and
institutions that support Apartheid by investing in South Africa, selling
South African goods etc etc.
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Initial reports suggest that it has been quite successful. Here is a list
of local actions which we have heard of that either happened on the 30 th or
during the week or so leading up to it:
Barclays Bank, Eversfield Place - windows smahed on two seperate occasions.
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Barclays ** Bank, Harold Place - windows smashed
on
two
seperate
occasions.
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Sainburys, Hastings Town Centre - window smashed,
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National Westminster Bank, Hastings Town Centre - window smashed.
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American Express Offices, Preston Road, Brighton - petrol bombed.
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Barclays Bank, Churchill Square, Brighton - window smashed.
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Barclays Bank, St Georges Road, Brighton - window smashed.
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Other ^activities in Hastings included phone blockading Barclays, the opening
and closing of accounts in Barclays^and'the removal of South African ^oods from
the shelves in Sainsburys and Tescos®
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Obviously this is not a complete list even of local actions and we have’nt heard
anything from further afield yet - more news when it becomes available,
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We must?nt let it stop here; Apartheid exists in South Africa because it suits
international^capitalism that it should exist^S^S.A.B.D. -was a response to
heightened resistance by the black working-class in South Africa, that resistance
shows no signs of slacking off, quite the contrary, so we must keep up the
pressure here as well.
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ANTI-FASCIST ACTIVITY IN BRIGHTON.
In recent months the N.F. have been"attempting to raise their gutter-high profile
a bit by staging a .series of ’rallies7 around the country^Ko Nurenberg-style
banner-waving affairs, these - more like a gob~of brainless individuals having a
picnic~in a park while a would-be Fuhrer regales whoever bothers to listen with
his masterplan for ridding the world of Commies/Blacks/Queers/Jews and whoever else
they’ve decided they dont like this week*
On Friday Twentieth September the Nazis were due toehold a gathering outside
Brighton Town Hall.A counter demo had been called to start at 7<>30 on that evening,
to show them just what we think of their evil views .When I arrived at the Town Hall
at about 7.45~, there was a good-sized crowd already in attendance including several
familiar faces ."A large area in front of the Town Phil had been barricaded off and
th&re were cops everywhere
a*" dozen vans round one corner,a couple round another,
cops on~foot behind you, bikes just up the road..... .who were they protecting? Not
us I suspect. .......
1 Vision mounted as time ticked on. We did’nt know when or which way they would come,
but just before 8.30 a cry arose: ’They’re coming this way
We charged up the road
to be greeted by the pathetic""sight of about twenty-five ’Aryan Youth’, some of whom
only looked in their mid-teens, cropped and ffl’d (so much for the N.F. trying to shed
it’s bonehead image),an hilariously demented bikeb who hepped manically from foot to
foot , gibbering and swinging his arms, and a smattering of older,casual types who
did’nt join in the chanting of their juvenile comrades.
By the time the Nazis ^arrived there were about 300‘"of us, so we certainly gave them a
fbusing welcome.Thejr assembled over the road from us, 3 grubby Uhion Jacks flying,
shaking their^fists and trying to look macho. Fortunately for us, they were prevented
from tearing us limb from limb by a knee-high chain in front of them.

Then a woman and an old man appeared .They""went up the Town Rail steps and posted
something in - apparently a letter of protest that they were not allowed to hold their
meeting in the Town Hall.The Nazis cheered. We~shouted back. They turned’^to leave.
VJe followed. Some of us raced through the Lanes to'"try to head them of as^they went‘"up
the road, but they were pretty well flanked by cops. They were joined by some others
who had been waiting around the'"corner (some people reported encountering a group of
stick-wielding thugs in a side-street)and accompanied by the brave boys in blue into
the main road.

It was here that something akin to"a running battle with the police'"took place.
A copmobile was kicked, vigourous tussles took place, cops rode horses up and down the
pavements in an attempt to knock people over. Two people were bundled into a cop van,
held by strangleholds and given a good kicking on the way. We were matched at least
one-to-one by cops,and they effectively sealed off the road leading to the Brighton
Pavilion, along which the Nazis had gone.

We subsequently learned that the ’Southern Organiser’ of the N.F. ,Martin Wingfield,
had booked the Pavilion in the fictitious name""of the ’Albion Printing Company’, and
it was only when the N.F. charged in that the staff there realised what was happening.

For some obscure reason vze raced up to the station^then raced back down to the
Pavilion, only to be pushed out of the area by cops.I * * * *
I joined some comrades for a beer, then wandered""off to catch the train for Hastings,"
only to be greeted by 9 cop vans, a couple of lines of cops and a handfull of anti-nazis
waiting by the station. ’EeekS I don’t fancy having any N.F. on my train’ I thought,
so I hopped on before they arrived.I’ve since been told that when they arrived at the
station there was a bit of a punch ujp between the three groups.
Continued on next page..........

Brighton Anti-Nazi Demo Continued

But still, it wus something of a victory for us, since we showed the Nazis just
what we thought of“them. They owe a “debt to their mates the police for looking after
them so well - it’s a shame the cops are’nt so helpful when Asian families are
firebombed or black children attacked in the street.
Melita.

Apparently there were twenty four arrests on the’Bash The RichtMarch on Hampstead,
all were released without charge except I.B. , who it seems was warned earlier by
the filth that they were going to get him if they could. More news as and when we
get it.
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“ The veal unit at Gerston Farm, Greyfriars Dane, Storington, W.Sussex is up for
sale. Run by monks, Storington has been the scene of a“campaign against“the cruelty
involved in veal production ; calves are kept in crates in semi darkness and fed on
liquid, then slaughtered to satisfy the greed of humans.
The Right Rev. George Joyce denied“that animal rights actions had forced them to
close, stating that E.E.C. milk quotas and a shortage of calves were to blame. The
remaining calves have been sold,so the unit is not a going concern, and it seems
unlikely that it will be again.
Cardinal Sin.

*
Thank you for that contribution your^Holiness - good news for a changes As to the
interesting theological problem you pose concerning the Divine Diet it seems to me
that were we to accept the existence of a Supreme Personality, an Omnipotent,
Omnipresent force responsible^for the Creation, Maintainance and Direction of the
Universe such a being, should such indeed exist,having ordered things as they Mre
indeed ordered would have to be such a complete and utter bastard that it seems
extremely unlikely that He (She or It ) would have the decency to be a vegan#
More likely to be eating babies for breakfast, redfin tooth and claw and Mil that,
after all the Supernatural Fascist who features as JehoVah in the Old Testament
was quite keen on sacrifice as a form of worship, Bible study is not my strongest
subject but I dont recall that they sacrificed carrots,brown rice and Sosmix#

It goes without saying that the idea of monks“running a“veal unit in the“first place
just confirms what we already knew - that Christianity is a totally repulsive
and hypocritical ideology.
£££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££^£££££££££££££££££0o££££££££££££££££££££££
Hcro6s a little snippet of information which might be of interest

>ut“that the bloody figure ’two’ still is’nt workirg.)
visit him in the early hours of the morning?
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SUPPORT THE WICKHAM 19.
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On Tuesday twenty fourth September, Brighton Animal Rights Campaign staged a
public meeting in that"town~about the case in "which I9"people face imprisonment if
found guilty of"charges arising out of 3 raids on vivisection establishments at
Wickham in Hampshire.
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The. meeting kicked off with a showing of the film ^Suffer the Animals*, which
‘
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contrasts the"hideous and unnecessary cruelty inflicted on animals in the name "
of Vanity and science, with cruelty-free alternatives^ g. using human skin cells.
These produce much"more reliable results simply because it is more logical to test'"
a drug for human use on human cells .The film shows some of the horrific experiments
which anybody"concerned about vivisection will have seen before : the LD5O test,
which involves giving a"rlethal dose* of poison to a batch of animals until 50$
of them die - a pointless experiment, widely carried out and repeated, "yet with no
practical application and alarmingly different results from different sources.
Monkeys held in restraining chairs, irradiated and forced to perform pointless
tasks, slow reactions being rewarded with electric shocks. Just to *prove? what
would happen to a U.S. fighter pilot if he received a dose of radiation after
dropping an atomic bomb.
KJ
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Foreign substances like shampoos an3 household cleaners being dripped into rabbits
eyes .•'"they have no tear ducts to wash away anything introduced in their eyes.
The results^are appalling : blindness, swelling, bleeding. Known as the Draize
test, this is one of the experiments carried out at Wickham.
Following the film, Brian Gunn from the National Anti Vivisection Society spoke .
For all my reservations about N.A.V.So"Gunn spoke informatively and forcefully on
the subject of animal rights and vivisection.
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Every week,§7,000 animals die in British labs.The purchase bill for Mnimals used^Sh
experiments is more than twenty million pounds a yea? - it"certainly is big business,
the biggest profits being made by contract reseach establishments like Wickham.

Gunn highlighted the inherent"dangers to-humans in using the results of vivisection,
for example, Morphine, a human sedative, causes extreme hyperactivity in cats. He
did*nt mention “Thalidomide, which is perhaps the most famous example - vivisection
.gave it the all clear ; unfortunately it?s effect on humans was less than beneficial.
Gunn condemned the government’s White Paper on laboratory animals as S con:
instead of making things better for the victims of science, it will considerably
worsen their plight.He cited an example of an opperation he witnessed in Spain
(a country with an appalling record“on animal - and human - rights) where a live
dog was tied to a table and cut up so that doctors could achieve manual dexterity.
Under the present law in this country,this practice is illegal. However, it will
be introduced under the White Paper.
He spoiled what was“otherwise an excellent speech by concluding that we should
support the^Anti-vivisection Societies’ ’Mobilisation"Campaign’ to lobby parliament
against the“introduction of the White Paper.As long as animal exploitation remains
big business and continues to make profits for powerful multinational comnanies.
Parliament won’t give a damn.
kz

Next up was-Paddy Broughton from the British Union for the Abolition of "
Vivisection. Ignoring the issues surrounding the whole idea of keeping pets
■she spoke about pet stealing.
9
Continued on next page......
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Wicktem 19 continued
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Animals - primarily cats and dogs - are stolen for a variety of purposes# Cats^
are stolen for the fur trade: often, a number of cats the same colour will ~o missing
in an area oven a period of a few days.The pelts are then most commonly sent to W.
Germany, where they are made into garments.
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Kittens 2nd puppies are stolen for dog fighting -‘"they''give the dogs a taste for
blood. Cats are also used"for coursing by"greyhounds.Dogs are often shipped off to
foreign countries to be used as guard dogs, with a very high mortality rate.
Of course, dogs and cats are very commonly used for vivisection, stolen animals
being much cheaper than purpose-bred ones : a vivisector can pay over two hundred
pounds for a purpose-bred dog,“while a stolen one can be"bought for between twenty
five and eighty pounds J likewise a purpose-bred cat costs between £75 and £180
while a dealer in stolen animals can get £15 - 30.

Government-funded establishments like hospitals, universities,“polys and the
Ministry of"Defence are notorious for their use of stolen animals.The contract"
testing labs don’t need to worry about cost because they can pass on any expenses
to their customers.
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Often dealers answer ads in newspapers offering free animals>and they have been
known to take children along with them to add to their credibility. Vitfisectors have
also been found to be at the end of the line where an advertiser offers to re-home
unwanted pets.
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The last speaker was John Beggs, Press Officer'of the South Eastern Animal Liberation
League.He outlined the history of"S.E.A^L.L.,"its objectives of obtaining photos
and"documents from animal abuse establishments, and listed its actions, including
those against Storihgton veal unit, Surrey University in Guildford and the Royal
College of Surgeons. The R’JU.S. Motion resulted in a successful prosecution by the
B.UiA.V. for causing unnecessary suffering to a monkey (while ’necessary suffering’
goes on in hundreds of other places).

" The R^C^S. has been getting a steadily declining reputation, a case being cited where
surgeons sewed up a dog so badly after an opperation that it got gangrene and had to
be destroyed. Donations to the R.U.S."have fallen dramatically since it received all
the bad publicity,and it now faces a severe financial crisis.
X
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The trial of the ’Wickham 19’ arises out of"raids on Wickham Research Labs, A.P.T.
Consultancy and Cottage Patch Kennels in Hampshire which took place on the twenty"
eighth of October 1984, involving one hundred and twenty"people. The intention was to
publicise what the establishments are up"to,"and to expose Walker, the Director of
A^P.T., as a"pet thief. Amongst Wickhams customers are Glaxo and B.P., the latter
using, amongst others, LD50, Draize and inhalation experiments.
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There were 30 arrests, the people being held in custody for ten days before being
allowed bail. Eventually twenty were charged, and commital procSSdings resulted in 19
being sent to Crown Court, charged with conspiracy to rob, to assault, te-bwpgle and
to coftimit criminal damMge. Two others also have additional charges of possessing
offensive weapons. Conspiracy is"something of a"catch-all charge akin to ’thought"
crime’ and is used by governments of all parties to counter what they per ceive as forces
for change.

From the start, the trial has been a stitch-up.Whilst in custody, a solicitor made
an application for bail which was rejected by Judge Lewis McCreary because he regarded
the defendants as fanatics who should be locked away, particularly as the hunting season,
was due to start.
Continued on next page........
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Hampshire*^ Chief Constable made prejudicial comments in his 1984 Annual Report
which represented a flagrant contempt of court. Complaints to“the Home Secretary were
rejected on the grounds that he had’no control over Chief Constables1 reportsoHome
Office Minister for Animal WelfareTavid Mellor made similar prejudicial comments ;
again complaints were rejected, this time by the Attorney-General. And, would you
believe if ? - all complaints against the trial Judge, McCreary, renowned as the
heaviest sentancer on his circuit, have also been rejected.
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At a preliminary hearing, remarks.made by a cop to-jurors resulted in twenty
five~out~of fifty eight of them~having to be dismissed (albeit reluctantly) by McCreaiy
It is also thought that the prosecution will request Special Branch files on all
jurors, to weed out any who might be in sympathy with the defendants case©~The
prosecution have unlimited challenge to jurors ; the defence only 3 chances©
*
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In a seperate case,a'man was sehtanced to 4 years for petrol-bombing Wickham, and a
member of the public gallery was spotted sketching him and taking an inordinate
amount of interest in names and car numbers. It eventually transpired that this man,
who only received a telling off, works for Wickham - yet if an animal rights person
had committed the same contempt of court, the weight of the law would have descended
with full force.
•
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The trial started on 30th September at Winchester Crown Court. If found guilty, the
defendants face up“to 5 years imprisonment. Even if they are“found not guilty, they
will receive no costs and no remuneration for the time they spent inside.In the
meantime the campaign against Wickham continues, and if anyone is imprisoned , ...
pressure-will be stepped up.
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As a footnote to this , during the night of Monday twenty third September the
Southern Animal Liberation League raided 3 breeders which supply Wickham with animals,
including Porcellus near Heathfield.9 rabbits were taken and damage caused.

Melita.
0

Late news
It seems that on Tuesday night (Oct'I ) Barclays Bank in Eversfield
Place had a window smashed yet again J That makes 3..... they must be getting really
sick of it
what a shame.
K-Z
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0©Ko you lot,P.P.’is only as good as you make"it,this"issue has been written'entirely
by me (Steve) and"someone who no longer resides in this fair Borough. So get scribbling
or terrible things will happen to you -■ and that’7s a promise.
promise-

Hastings Anarchists-meet every Monday evening in the back bar of the Pig in Paradise
or Palace “Bars whichever you want to call it.Come along for a chat or to pick up
some P.P, s or other Anarchist papers or to drop in all the wonderful articles your
going to write.
■

On Saturday the twelth of October there will be a Jumble Sale in aid of Hastings
Animal Rights Group at the Blind Centre in Middle Street starting at Two nm.
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Poison Pen is Printed and~Published by Hastings Free Press, 14 Lower Park Road!
listings which is the address to which all postal communication with the Anarchist
Group / P.Po "Collective should be sent#
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